
There is a massive historical gap in most fantasy 

worlds. Stories like Lord of the Rings tell us what 

fantasy worlds looked like in the Medieval Ages, 

while stories like Harry Potter tell us what fantasy 

worlds look like in the modern era.

 

But what do fantasy worlds look like in between 

those two times? What would a fantasy world look 

like during the Age of Exploration? To answer that 

question, we must first meet a simple man of 

science who dreams of pushing the limits of what’s 

known about his world.
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by Cameron Woodard



Lands Beyond is a comedic adventure show about

the struggle between science and magic. Our hero is an 

explorer who sets out to chart the borders of a world 

which doesn’t really want to be charted. This dichotomy 

between adventure and absurdity leads to a tone 

somewhere between pulp adventure magazines and the 

work of Lemony snicket.

This is a world where strange and incredible sights are 

frequent, where mystery lies around every corner, and 

where every day is fraught with excitement. It’s also a 

world where victories are slow and often pyrrhic, where 

everything conspires to cause misfortune, and where 

the answers to mysteries only create more mysteries.

The world of Tond will gradually open up to both the 

characters and the viewers, but ultimately some things 

will remain unscrutable, some problems will remain 

inexorable. Meriwether’s studies will always lead him in 

circles, Captain Shanty’s quests for wealth will always 

leave him destitute, and North’s attempts to outwit his 

unwitting rival will always prove self-defeating.



Meriwether Faust lives in a very small world. Only his 

homeland of Reving has been mapped. The rest of the 

planet remains a tantalizing mystery. The reason for 

this is very simple: anybody who attempts to explore 

the rest of Tond doesn’t come back. But with a grant 

from Tonridge University, Meriwether is determined to 

map the mysterious lands of Tond and return to share 

his findings.

But the fantastical dangers are far from his only 

worries. The long and short of it is that Tond is a land 

of magic. And magic does not take kindly to the rigors 

of science. Meriwether’s academic tendencies will be 

tested by islands which rearrange themselves while you 

sleep, creatures which can alter their physiology in the 

blink of an eye, and land masses which seem to ignore 

all laws of physics entirely.

Alone, this would be an impossible task. But maybe, 

just maybe, with the help of a cynical sea captain 

afflicted with a leprechaun’s curse, a spaced-out hippie 

witch who likes plants more than she likes humans, and 

a mutant ape with the brains of a human but the 

personality of a dog, Meriwether might just be able to 

come back home with a journal full of discoveries.

Backstory:



Meriwether Faust

The optimistic and curious head of the 

expedition, Meriwether Faust wants more 

than anything to know what’s out there. 

Constrained to his homeland for the first 

twenty years of his life, he always wanted to 

know more about the world around him. Even 

his studies at Tonridge University proved 

disappointing as he found that even the 

smartest minds in Reving didn’t know much 

about the world outside its borders. And so 

he devised a plan for an expedition into the 

uncharted lands of Tond, and secured 

funding with the Tonridge Academic Board. 

Meriwether has two years to explore the 

world before he must return to reving and 

publish his findings.

Meriwether has a scientific mind, and uses it 

to study the world around him and to solve 

problems. Unfortunately, the land of Tond is 

a place of magic, and scientific thinking isn’t 

always the best way to get around it. This is a 

major source of frustration for Meriwether, 

as he’s become ingrained in his methods. He’ll 

need to come around to Tond’s unique logic if 

he’s ever to fully understand the place.

Regardless, Meriwether’s endless 

optimism and excitement for his 

mission will keep him going 

through frustrations and perils 

alike. This driving force can also 

be a weakness, as his optimism 

can lead to him plunging 

headfirst into danger in search 

of a discovery. Meriwether has 

mistaken book smarts for 

experience, and will soon learn 

that reading about the 

Seven-Fanged-Basilisk doesn’t 

necessarily prepare you for 

encountering one.



It would probably be unfair to call Lotus a 

sociopath. It’s hard to have a lot of empathy 

for people when you were abandoned in the 

forest as a baby and raised by plants. It does 

make you a plant expert, however, and that’s 

why Lotus was picked for Meriwether’s 

expedition. Whenever a strange and unusual 

plant is discovered, Lotus is the person to ask 

about it. She has extensive knowledge of all 

things floral, and if that fails, she can also 

just ask it some questions. She can talk to 

plants, after all. Did I forget to mention that?

Of course, all of this assumes she’s willing to 

cooperate at the given moment. She could just 

as easily decide to go off and do her own thing 

for a while, and there’s not much you can do 

about that. Her main interest in Meriwether’s 

expedition is the opportunity to secure unique 

herbs for her various witchy brews. These 

brews are mainly for her own enjoyment, but 

she’ll give you a taste if you ask. Take a nip of 

this one, dude. It’ll mess you up.

Lotus



Captain Shanty

It’s hard to stay upbeat when you 

seem to be cursed. It’s harder to 

stay upbeat when you are 

unquestionably, extremely cursed. 

So it is with Captain Thaddeus 

Shanty, who was cursed to lose 

every penny he ever earned after 

attempting to capture a leprechaun. 

Sort of a reverse luck-of-the-irish, 

if you will. From a massive trove of 

sunken treasure to a penny found 

on the street, Shanty will inevitably 

lose any piece of wealth he finds 

before he has a chance to spend it.

The only thing he’s managed to hold 

on to over the years is a magical ship 

that can sail without a crew. Which is 

a good thing, because he’d never be 

able to hold onto wages for long 

enough to pay any crew he hired. As 

you can imagine, the whole situation 

has left him salty as a sea dog. 

Pessimism is Shanty’s go-to reaction 

in any situation, as life has trained 

him to expect misfortune. He serves 

as a down-to-earth foil for 

Meriwether’s naïve optimism, and his 

knowledge of the world outside 

Reving prevents trouble just as 

often as his cursed luck causes it.



Kirby

Every group needs a little muscle. 

Meriwether’s expedition just 

happens to have 450lbs of muscle. 

Kirby is a Blue-Backed-Gorriliod, a 

fantastical ape-like creature with 

the intellect of a five-year-old 

child and the temperament of a 

one-year-old golden retriever.

First mate (and best mate) of Captain 

Shanty, Kirby comes along on the 

expedition as a bodyguard of sorts. 

Her maternal instincts make her a 

perfect fit for keeping Meriwether 

and his associates safe in the 

treacherous wilderness of Tond. 

Unfortunately, Kirby is easily 

distracted, and Captain Shanty must 

devote a lot of time to keeping the 

ape focused on the mission.



Alabascus North

Following the crew of Meriwether’s expedition 

wherever they go is Alabascus North, a bitter and 

conniving colleague of Meriwether out to steal 

his scientific discoveries. North is a professor at 

Tonridge University, and is furious that the school 

denied his grant for an expedition while accepting 

Meriwether’s. As such, he took his life savings and 

set out on a concurrent expedition, dragging 

along his research assistant Simmons.

Every week, Alabascus North plots to steal 

Meriwether’s findings and publish them as his 

own, and the reluctant Simmons comes along 

for fear of receiving a bad grade from her 

professor. Meriwether, bless his soul, is 

completely oblivious of the rivalry between 

the two scholars, and always greets North 

warmly in spite of the man’s obvious attempts 

to steal his research. This is a source of 

constant frustration for North, who can’t 

comprehend why his greatest enemy always 

greets him with a smile and a wave.



1. The crew is roped into Meriwether’s attempt to 

capture a skittish herbivore. They soon discover that this 

particular animal can jump between alternate realities at 

will, making the act of corralling it a multi-dimensional 

affair.

2. Captain Shanty exploits his bad luck curse to alter the 

outcome of sporting events by betting on them. Eventually 

the local mafia catches wind of his “talent” and coerces 

him into using his curse for their own nefarious deeds.

3. Meriwether’s discovers a new kind of insect and 

attempts to record it in his catalog of specimens. 

Unfortunately, this insect has the ability to shapeshift at 

will, making it nearly impossible to document.

4. Alabascus North attempts to locate an ancient temple 

before Meriwether can make it there. However, his 

attempts are foiled by his intrinsic distrust of 

Meriwether’s helpful nature.

5. Captain Shanty and Meriwether butt heads over 

whether book smarts are an adequate substitute for 

experience. Meriwether sets out alone to prove that he 

can track down a dangerous animal using only what he’s 

read in books. 
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